Kevin Harper is freed after 13 years of wrongful incarceration (1)

Sarah Pace joins NCIP as the newest staff attorney (2)

NCIP organizes Source Code in Forensic Analysis panel at Santa Clara Law Symposium (3)

Joaquin Ciria leaves San Francisco County Jail 32 years and one day after his arrest for a murder he didn’t commit (4)

Zavion Johnson and Juan Bautista receive compensation from the California Victim Compensation Board (CalVCB) (5)

Andaiye McAndrew joins NCIP for the summer as the first Justice John Paul Stevens Foundation fellow (6)

Ed Easley receives compensation from the CalVCB (7)

“I have first-hand knowledge of the importance of emerging technology, not only as an aid to prosecution, but as defense and exoneration... [Probabilistic genotyping] is a really important piece of technology for everyone involved in the criminal justice system.” — Hon. Kelley Paul, Source Code Panel Moderator
NCIP welcomes 17 new students and five returning students to the law clinic (7)

Governor Newsom signs Assembly Bill 2644, which prohibits law enforcement from using coercive interrogation tactics on youth

Joaquin Ciria receives compensation from the CalVCB (8)

NCIP Co-founder and Executive Director Linda Starr (right) receives the President’s Special Recognition Award at Santa Clara University (9)

Senate Bill 467 passes, which expands opportunities to challenge convictions based on unreliable forensic science

NCIP holds first in-person Justice for All Awards Gala since 2019 (10)

NCIP’s first Client Services Specialist, Cymone Stewart, joins the staff to assist clients post-release (11)

Together, we are freeing the innocent, educating the next generation of lawyers and the public, and reforming policies to help prevent and correct wrongful convictions.

Your support makes our work possible. Please make your year-end gift today via the enclosed envelope or online at www.ncip.org